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WOMEN´S FEELINGS ARISING FROM THEIR EXPERIENCE IN AN ABORTION PROCESS

Abstract

Objective: to know the feelings arising from women’s experience in an abortion process.
Method: qualitative study, developed in a public maternity hospital in Teresina-PI, between August and September 2018. Fourteen women who have undergone abortion participated. The categories emerged from thematic content analysis.
Results: Feelings emerged upon the discovery of pregnancy, such as surprise and fear for not knowing about the pregnancy until the moment of abortion. The abortion process brought reflections about the situation in which they found themselves. We identified feelings such as sadness, fear, despair, impotence, and anguish, besides physical discomfort. The intention of not getting pregnant again and the desire to undergo a sterilization procedure was justified because they were hopeless and afraid of this situation repeating itself.
Conclusion: feelings were known that show that the abortion process is a complex experience and at the same time marked by psychological conflicts, characterizing a completely traumatizing event.
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INTRODUCTION

Abortion is a public health problem because of its magnitude, persistence and high rates of hospitalizations due to complications (1). Despite the strengthening of health care policies for women around the world, many societies still disregard the abortion process, especially in developing countries where disadvantaged women are marginalized, potentially leading to induced abortions. Although a growing number of countries have achieved decriminalization of abortion, in many places where such policy has not yet been possible - such as Brazil - an increase in the percentage of unsafe abortions has been observed (2).

Worldwide data show that 8% of women deaths occur due to unsafe abortion, affecting them, their families and future generations (3). In the first six months of 2020, in Brazil, the Unified Health System (SUS) performed 1,024 legal abortions and 80,948 curettage and aspirations (procedures to clean the uterus after incomplete abortion). Cases of procedures resulting from unsuccessful abortions, provoked or not, were 79 times more prevalent than legal ones (4).

Socio-cultural, legal and subjective conditions are related to abortion decision-making and post-event feelings (2). Contrary to the stereotypes implanted by societies, the woman who has an abortion is an “ordinary” woman, who is already a mother or may become one in the future, from all social classes and groups and educational levels (1).

There is evidence of oppression, legitimization of violence, and disrespect towards less favored women who choose to terminate a pregnancy and cannot be attended in public health services, except in legal cases of rape, risk to the woman’s life, and proof of fetal malformation incompatible with life (5).

Despite being aware of the risks and legal punishments against performing abortion, these measures are not enough to stop them from considering the termination of an unplanned pregnancy. In contrast, many women do not support such practices until they see them as an alternative during their despair, heightened by the illegality; all women who undergo abortion are punished, even if in different degrees and types (6-7). Even women who would have the legal right to have an abortion may choose clandestine means of abortion because they do not know their rights or because of fear of being judged and unwanted (8).

After experiencing abortion, women may suffer complications such as bleeding, negative feelings and uncertainty of the abortion accomplishment, putting them in a high level of emotional stress. The stigma and fear of disrespect and carelessness by the professionals themselves increase the risk of death in these women, by delaying the search for health services (9).

It is clear that, being a broad and complex process, abortion is a unique event and permeated with feelings for the woman. Therefore, knowing these feelings is essential for them to be understood and respected by society and have their health needs met by health professionals, mitigating the possible damage of this process. The objective of this study was to know the feelings arising from the experience of women in an abortion process.

METHOD

A descriptive and qualitative study carried out in a public maternity hospital in Teresina-PI, chosen for being a reference in providing hospital and outpatient care in cases...
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Women who had undergone abortion regardless of type were included in the study, and those with psychiatric disorders already defined before the abortion were excluded. The selection of participants considered their availability and interest in participating in the research. Initially, the main researcher approached the wards’ supervisors, asking if there were any women hospitalized who had undergone abortion. To avoid exposing the women in front of other inpatients in the same ward, if they were, confirmation was sought through information in the medical records, and only then was the woman contacted. At this moment, the research was presented, in a private and individual way, and the woman was asked about her interest in participating.

Data collection was conducted between August and September 2018, through interviews. A semi-structured script was used, with questions to characterize the participants and the following trigger phrase: “Speak freely about your experience in the abortion process”.

The interviews were conducted in the institution itself, recorded and transcribed. To ensure the participants’ anonymity, we chose to use the initial “M”, referring to a woman, followed by an Arabic numeral, corresponding to the order of inclusion in the research (M1, ... M14). To verify theoretical saturation, the raw data were recorded, immersion in the data, compilation of the interviews and thematic grouping, identification of regularities and verification through the absence of new themes.

The data were submitted to the thematic content analysis proposed by Minayo, following the steps: pre-analysis (organization and exhaustive reading of the material, in search of potential lines for analysis); exploration of the material (detailed reading of the text corpus, in order to emerge the nuclei of meanings, later grouped by similarity, to form the thematic categories); and treatment of the results/inference/interpretation (survey of the reflections about the central theme, in order to propose an interpretative synthesis based on the scientific production).

It is noteworthy that the non-classification by type of spontaneous or induced abortion may bring important implications to the conclusions raised in this research, considering that it is a process permeated by sociocultural load. However, it is worth noting that data show that most hospitalizations for abortion are of the unsafe type - provoked or not - that may have reflected on the findings and interpretations of this study.

This research was submitted to the Research Ethics Committee and obtained a favorable opinion (No. 2741996).

RESULTS

Fourteen women between 20 and 40 years old participated. Married status prevailed in six, followed by stable union (five) and single (three); eight declared themselves as being brown, three black, two white and one mulatto. Five women reported having complete elementary school education, five complete high school education, followed by two with incomplete elementary school education, one with complete higher education, and another who had incomplete higher education. Six of the interviewees were “housewives”, three were rural workers, two were day laborers, one was a secretary, one was a school monitor, and one was a teacher. Twelve of the interviewees reported having an income of up to one minimum wage, one had one to three minimum wages, and another had four to 10 minimum wages.

Regarding the reports of their experiences with the abortion process, three thematic
categories emerged, which are presented below.

**Feelings before the discovery of pregnancy**

The participants reported the repercussions that the pregnancy had brought up to that moment, arising several feelings reported by most upon the discovery of pregnancy, such as surprise and fright for not knowing about the pregnancy until the moment of abortion. Some who discovered the diagnosis earlier reported feelings of hopelessness and happiness, according to the following statements:

- [...] for me it was a surprise because I did not expect to be pregnant. I was treating a problem of kidney infection, then already at four months I suspected that I was pregnant. (M1)

- I was surprised, because I was not expecting the pregnancy, it was not planned. [...] But now I did not want to. (M2)

- Surprised, because I did not know I was pregnant, I came to know when I entered here. Because I was bleeding a lot, when I came to know that I had miscarried a baby (M3)

- Ah, I got a fright, I had been connected for five years. They made the call here, they said they had called me, right? [...] Then I went to the bathroom and felt a strong pain in my belly, I felt something like it was going to come down, I called the doctor, he came to examine me and asked if I knew I was pregnant and I said I did not know, because my menstruation came right down, it was never late. [...] he said that I was pregnant, I got scared, my pressure went up and they sent me here. (M4)

- I was happy, of course. What woman is not happy? Even because I already have a daughter, and she was very happy because she was going to get a little brother. (M6)

**Feelings in the face of the abortion experience**

In relation to the abortion, they reported feelings such as sadness, fear, despair, helplessness, and anguish. These feelings led them to self-reflection about the situation experienced. There were also some reports of physical discomfort, about which they said it was a severely painful and bloody event, according to the reports:

- It was not very pleasant, because it is news that really gets you down, but then you must try to control yourself, right? [...] I was more anguish at first [...] the fetus was already dead in the belly. (M1)

- I got desperate, because I had never been through this, it was the first time. I felt pain in my belly and lost a lot of blood [...] I felt incredibly sad, because I wanted that I had generated until the ninth month. (M3)

- [...] we are sad at the moment and thoughtful because it is not what we expect to happen, but unfortunately, we must accept and take God’s hand. (M7)

- I was expecting it, because it had happened before, but it was still very painful. I was very sad, because I wanted it to go all the way and take it home. (M8)

- At the time of the abortion, I felt a lot of pain, and I was incredibly sad, then I only saw when they put the medication on me and took me to the room. (M9)

- I felt awfully bad, I thought I was going to die, that I was losing a lot of blood, [...] people say that we only have six liters of blood and I saw so much blood, I imagined that I had already lost about five, that I only had one. I thought a lot of things. (M10)
I just felt a lot of pain at the time, I could not stop feeling pain. (M12)

I felt too much pain, in my belly. Until it all came out, my stomach did not stop hurting. I bled too much, Hail Mary. (M13)

**Feelings about the consequences of abortion**

Almost in their entirety, the women reported the intention of not getting pregnant again and the desire to perform the sterilization procedure, because they were hopeless and afraid of a new abortion. Few women intended a new pregnancy, as is shown in the speeches:

 [...] I will soon get a sterilization, [...] because it is no longer... I am no longer the same, let us say, my age has advanced. So, I will try to get a sterilization to try to avoid this kind of problem again. (M1)

I do not want to get pregnant anymore. I already have a son, the pregnancy was not planned, it just happened. Since I already have a child, I do not want to have another one. The world is already too populated. (M2)

I do not intend to get pregnant now, I intend to prevent myself, go to the gynecologist and try to take contraceptives. (M3)

By the time I leave here I intend to get pregnant again, but I wanted information about this. (M9)

Finish my protection and move on with my life. See if I make a referral there to get sterilized that is better. (M14)

**DISCUSSION**

The discovery of pregnancy, for some women interviewed, occurred during the abortion process. The interviews also revealed that, for the most part, the pregnancy was unplanned, and its discovery was filled with feelings of guilt, shame, remorse, and other emotional conflicts. The desire to be a mother is something also present in these women, but there are unfavorable circumstances in their lives that contradict this desire and lead them to reflect about continuing the pregnancy (12-13).

The surprise caused by pregnancy makes these women desperate for not feeling ready to be mothers and fear changes in their routine (5). This confirms how important it is to identify and reduce pregnancy problems or conflicts caused in the lives of these women, through dignified and respectful follow-up and adequate family planning.

Although behavior during pregnancy discovery is probably different in cases of spontaneous and induced abortions, it is believed that early pregnancy discovery may influence abortions. A study showed a reduction in the use of medications during pregnancy after consultations, due to a greater perception of possible damage to the fetus or of the lack of need for drug treatment (14).

Study (15) reports that there is a huge conflict in women caused by the contradiction of feeling happy and sad with the discovery of pregnancy. To the extent that they do not want the pregnancy, they feel frustrated and obliged to meet social expectations and the moral and religious values of society.
The woman’s desire for pregnancy is usually not produced individually, but also influenced by affective-sexual and family relationships. The acceptance of pregnancy by couples in stable unions tends to present fewer conflicts and the fact of having or not a steady partner ends up converging to different gestational experiences (16).

Initially, the trajectory of women during the abortion process is marked by several obstacles, immersed by social inequalities that culminates in the delay in seeking health services due to difficult accessibility and fear. The fear of not being able to have children in the future is a feeling that predominates among women who do not yet have children and have undergone an abortion spontaneously. Something also expressed is loneliness, besides the strong feeling of sadness due to the loss, which embarrasses them (13,17).

The women who have an abortion or are having one already arrive at the maternity hospitals very sensitized, and this process is marked by a series of events. Their psychological state is shaken, besides feeling awfully bad and afraid, because they have no explanations about what will happen; and most of the time, they present with symptoms such as bleeding and fever (18).

There is no evidence of differences in the experiences of women who have undergone induced abortion compared to those who have undergone spontaneous abortion, because the vulnerability and fear related to care, especially in public services, is present in both types. Although the treatment becomes different if she is considered “guilty” for the act, from the professionals’ perspective (18).

Despite not having planned the pregnancy, some of the women investigated were extremely saddened by the loss of their child. However, the conclusion of the abortion brought a feeling of peace, due to the fear experienced during the moment and the fact that they were going through that situation for the first time - or even for those who had already experienced this process - and had survived.

Death is certainly something that scares these women, due to the knowledge of the dangers of abortion, which also makes them anxious and “guilty”, and may evolve into depressive symptoms (19). The psychological situation in which they find themselves during this process cannot be neglected, since they experience intensified negative reactions that can be perceived or even presumed (20).

It is important that at this time women have the ideal emotional support, especially from health professionals. Although each professional has their own limits concerning this process, this should not influence in any way the care guaranteed to this woman. Professionals should be prepared to assist them and thus not negatively affect the quality of the service provided, providing more information to better meet their needs (17).

Physical suffering is one of the aspects that also greatly affect women during the abortion process, accompanied by dizziness and other symptoms that make them seek care in public services. However, these symptoms (especially pain) are usually amplified during the curettage and can be felt days after its performance, further weakening this woman (12).

Study (21) showed that at the actual completion of abortion, most women require hospitalization due to complications and consequent uterine evacuation, a fact reinforced by the significant number of hospitalizations and abortion-related procedures (4). Thus, hospitals opt for metal curettage over manual intrauterine aspiration (MIUA), which is less aggressive and harmful.

The experience of pain in abortion is commonly associated with bleeding and long wait for care due to the priority to deliver babies and pregnant women, when compared to the care in case of provoked abortions (22). This painful experience can be seen by professionals as a way to not encourage abortion. This act of refusal and/or long wait for care is characterized as obstetric violence (23).
The perception of pain is subjective, but its control must be a priority of the team that provides care during the abortion process. The creation of better analgesia strategies - not only focused on pharmacological methods - is fundamental, providing more comfort and tranquility, so that fears do not stand out. The greater the fear, the more severe will be the pain felt by these women (24).

The process of abortion brings additional risks, largely due to its stigmatization, and thus becomes an event under stressful conditions, increasing the risk of physical and psychological complications and impact on public health (25). A study (26) associates that abortion can increase the risk of breast cancer in nulliparous women. Moreover, women who had abortions in the first trimester may present high mental disorders as well as those who had abortions later in life, something that differs greatly due to their experiences (27).

Psychiatric disorders may be present after abortion, mainly related to a negative experience of this process, although there are also other indicators that increase the risks of these disorders and should be taken into consideration, such as when they come from a pregnancy in an unstable relationship (28).

Because it is a traumatic event, many of the women may suffer from low self-esteem and hopelessness, and sometimes lead them to feelings of not wanting to get pregnant anymore. Thus, research (29) recommends that these women be kept together, aiming at communication and exchange of experiences that can be important for coping with this situation.

The way women are cared for in health services, particularly by professionals with Christian values, has potential repercussions on the desire to become pregnant again after an abortion. A study (30) with nursing professionals evidenced that discriminatory behaviors interfere with care, which ends up being focused only on clinical aspects.

After going through the abortion process, women often do not receive much guidance and no advice about the care they need to take and the alternatives for making healthy choices post abortion. In regions where there are health systems that provide better access, all kinds of care are done to treat complications before they occur.

Most of the time, there is also no feedback to control any problems (7). There is a positive association between safe abortions and less restrictive laws that promote more trained providers and enabling environments (3). The lack of quality post-abortion care and adequate family planning affects higher numbers of unplanned pregnancies and abortions, thus constituting an endless loop in this process (8).

It is worth mentioning that this study, by following without distinction the types of abortion, justified by the illegality and the fear of women to report their experiences within the public services environment, may present small differences in the results, being characterized as limitation and possibility of further studies.

CONCLUSION

There were feelings that show that the abortion process is an experience that is sometimes complex and, at the same time, marked by psychological conflicts, characterizing a traumatic and lonely event. This fact is accompanied by great physical suffering, which can cause hopelessness before a new pregnancy, besides the possible evolution to psychological damage.

Unveiling the feelings of these women adds to broaden the understanding of the problem. Thus, there are possibilities of specific nursing interventions to mitigate the
emotional damage resulting from this process, expressed through the feelings identified in this study. Therefore, it brings light to a little investigated phenomenon that involves a broad sociocultural context to be considered in the context of public health policies and in the care planning of nursing services.
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